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1. Introduction

Several codes have been developed during the past few years for computing

3D guiding-center equilibria for quadrupole tandem mirrors. These codes are

complementary to one another, each having its own advantages and weaknesses.

The important features of each of the codes are listed in Table I. All three

are based on the long-thin or paraxial expansion of the tensov-pressure MHD

equations, in which the inverse aspect ratio X = L./L.. is taken to be small •

Another feature common to all three codes is the assumption that the gyro-

radius a Q is negligible compared to the perp

so that finite-orbit effects can be ignored.

radius a Q is negligible compared to the perpendicular scale length, a.,/^ « X,

2. TEBASCO

TEBASCO (Tandem Equilibrium and BAllooning Stability COde) is a code

developed at LLNL that uses a further expansion of the paraxial equilibrium

equations in powers of B =

unperturbed equations are

2
equations in powers of B = plasma pressure/magnetic pressure. The

perpendicular pressure balance (I)

p. + a -5=- I — / = 0 parallel pressure balance (2)

p = \>(\J>) p..(B) separable, isorrhopic pressure (3)

B ^I'll = 1 flux coordinates (4)

V • J = 0 (5)1. /$- £IL\
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faCx'.x) 3(y',y)1 J. ,, , ,,s
'll "["**,6) 3(*,e) J B Parallel current (6)

where the magnetic field is B = Bb = Vty x V8, the flux line curvature is

IC = b • Vb = " W|) + K) V6,Q = B + p , - p,., and x<l|»,G,z), y(lK8,z)
~ 2

denote flux lines. By neglecting terms of relative 0(3 ) these fundamentally

nonlinear equations are linearized and their solution reduced to quadratures.

The equilibrium is completely specified by the functions B(ty,z), p. (t|>,B),

xC\|i,8,z), yCl|),9,z), from which all other quantities of interest can be easily

obtained.

Being essentially analytic, equilibria can be rapidly computed, which

makes the code a useful tool for experimental design. It has been used

extensively in this way to guide the design of the TMX-U and MFTF-B experiments

at Livermore. Its principal weakness lies in its perturbative nature, which

renders its validity for high-3 calculations open to question.

3. Reduced MHD Codes

In order to compute high-3 equilibria, the reduced MHD technique that

has proven useful for determining toroidal equilibria was adapted to tandem

mirror geometry by H. R. Strauss. In this approach the paraxial expansion

of the MHD equations yields a set of coupled nonlinear equations of motion

valid for arbitrary 8 that are solved as an initial-value problem.

The paraxial expansion naturally separates the motion into three

disparate timescales. On the fastest, OCX ), compressional-Alfven-wave

timescale, the plasma is brought to perpendicular presrure balance, in which

the equilibrium Eqs. Cl) and (A) are satisfied. On the intermediate, 0(X),

sound-wave timescale, parallel pressure balance, described by Eq. (2) is

reached. Finally, on the slowest, OCX ), shear-Alfven-wave timescale, the

plasma responds to flux-line curvature, while maintaining the lower-order

pressure-balance equilibrium. When equilibrium is attained on the slow

timescale, Eqs. (5) and (6) are satisfied.

The reduced MHD method can be formulated in various ways. Two particular

formulations have been implemented in computer codes developed at NYU/Kyoto U.

and LLNL. They differ primarily in the type of grid, location of the lateral

boundary and damping techniques employed, and in the method of calculating

pressure-balance equilibrium.
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3.1 NYU/Kyoto U. Code
3 4

In this code, ' a rectangular Eulerian grid is used with x-.y., z> t

as the independent variables. The quantities x_, y- are inidplane Cartesian

flux line coordinates, z is distance along the magnetic axis, and t is an

artificial time. The lateral boundary, at which the plasma pressure vanishes,

is located at x-. = ± a, y.. = ± a, and the axial boundary, at which the

pressure also vanishes, îs at z = ± L.

Perpendicular and parallel pressure balance are obtained by solving the

lower-order equations of motion as an initial-value problem, removing kinetic

energy until a steady state is reached. Using the pressure-balance equilibrium

as an initial condition, the higher-order shear-Alfven equations of motion are

then solved. Since the latter phase of the motion must be incompressible in

order to maintain the lower-order equilibrium, a stream function can be

introduced, in which case the equations take the form

V = W x b ( 7 )
~ v

| !L = _ v • y<jj = b • Vu x V\i> ( 8 )

dt

where V is the flow velocity, U is the stream function, b is a unit vector

parallel to the vacuum field and p(z) is an artificial mass density. The

boundary conditions are that the normal component of V vanish at the lateral

wall, V I = VV|Y . = 0 =£• Ul = 0; and that the parallel
' xly=±a ylx=+a I x=±a or y=±a

current vanish at the ends of the system, J|JIZ=+L
 = ® ='> 3(BU)/3zJ2=iL

 = 0«

The flow caused by the departure of the initial condition from equilibrium is

damped by setting U to zero whenever the total kinetic energy 4C(t)> =

1/2 j d x p v goes through a maximum.

With a rectangular (x , yQ, z) grid of 15 x 15 x 60 the code typically

converges in about 5000 steps to a steady state whose kinetic energy is 3-4

orders of magnitude less than the initial value. The residual in Eq. (10) is

a few percent, which measures the extent to which equilibrium has been attained

fcompare Eqs. (5) and (10)]•
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3.2 LLNL Code

The LLNL code was developed in order to provide several features not

found in the NYU/Kyoto U. code. A Lagrangian flux-coordinate grid using \|>,

6, z, t as the independent variables is employed. The plasma pressure

vanishes laterally on a flux surface i|i = ty and axially at z = i L. There is

a vacuum region between the plasma and a flux-conserving wall at l|> = 1p whose

thickness, ty - ty , may be arbitrarily large.

Pressure-balance equilibrium is determined by solving Eqs. (1) - (4)

directly. This determines pi .. (B,\j)), B(\|),z) and the initial condition for

the shear-Alfven motion:

cos 6 , (11)

(12)

where c(z) is a function that depends on the vacuum quadrupole field strength.

The equations of motion for the shear-Alfven motion are (10) and

3x _ 3(x,U)

3 " B 3(*6> '

•

with the same physical boundary conditions as in Sec. 3.1, which here take the

form V • V*|>l,_, = 0=^> U|._. = 0, and 3(BU)/3z| _ = 0 as in the
~~ r—rw T*TW z—iL

NYU/Kyoto U. code.

Centered finite-differencing is used in \|) and 8 as well as in the

stretched axial coordinate C(z), which allows for a non-uniform grid with

second-order accuracy in that direction. A second-ordei—accurate predictoi—

corrector scheme is used to integrate the flux line equations of motion (13)

and (14), and various explicit schemes are used to integrate the stream-

function Eq. (10), depending on the damping method used. A new algorithm for

advancing U that is implicit in the z-direction is currently under investigation.

The Laplacian operator in Eq. (10) is complicated because of the non-orthogonal

curvilinear coordinate system used. It is inverted by means of a general 2D

elliptic solver developed recently at LLNL based on the ICCG algorithm-
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Various damping methods are available in the code depending on an input

switch setting. In addition to the discontinuous-kinetic-energy-removal scheme

used in the NYU/Kyoto U. code, the LLNL code also includes four energy-

minimizing techniques described in Ref. 7: simple friction, improved friction,

gradient and conjugate gradient. Preliminary results indicate that the

discontinuous-kinetic-energy removal, improved-friction and conjugate-gradient

methods are comparable in efficiency.

Results of typical runs are shown in the figures. The geometry was that

of a single minimum-B mirror similar to the end cells of TMX-U. The (t|), 0, 0

grid consisted of 21 x 21 x 51 points and the peak plasma 0 was 0.10. Figures

la and lb respectively show the volume integrals of the kinetic energy and

right side (squared) of Eq. (10) as functions of integration step number in ihe

case of discontinuous-kinetic-energy-removal damping. Figures 2a and 2b plot

the same quantities for conjugate-gradient damping for the same total integration

time. In Figs. 3a and 3b the axial profile of the parallel current per unit

flux, j|,/B, is shown for several flux surfaces: l|) = \|) /2 (unlabelled, solid),

ll> = <|> (edge), iji = (<|> + l|/ )/2 (unlabelled, dashed), tp = i|) (wall). The

initial condition is plotted in Fig. 3a and the final condition in Fig. 3b.
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TEBASCO

LLNL

Paraxial

Small Gyroradius

^-Expansion

Time-Independent

^Analytic
(Quadratures)

Wall at »

REDUCED MHD

NYU/Kyoto U.

Paraxial

Small Gyroradius

Arbitrary 0

Time-Dependent

Numerical P.D.E. Solve (2D)

Eulerian

No Vacuum Region

Discontinuous K.E. Removal

CODES

LLNL

Paraxial

Small Gyroradius

Arbitrary 6

Time-Dependent

Numerical P.D.E. Solve (2D)

Lagrangian

Vacuum Region

Various Damping Methods

Table I. 3D Equilibrium Codes For Mirror Machines
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Figure I . Time-dependence of volume i n t e g r a l of k i n e t i c energy ( a ) , and r i g h t

s ide (souared) of Eq. (10) , ( b ) , i n d i s con t i nuous -k ine t i c - ene rgy -

rsmoval-damping run.

kinetic energy source

E-3

E-4

- E-5 -
41
C

E-5

E-8 -

E-7 -

E-8 "

step step

Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 for coniuKate-jtradient damping.
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Figure 3. Initial (a) and final (b) profiles of i^B on several flux

surfaces.
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